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Kamchatka – Kamchatka (2005)

  

    1. Out My Way  2. Seed  3. No  4. Mnemosyne Waltz  5. Mixed Emotions  6. Wrong End  7.
Eggshell  8. I Love Everybody  9. Auto Mowdown  10. Spacegirl Blues  11. Sing Along Song 
12. Incognito  13. Daddy Says  14. Squirm    Thomas Juneor Andersson - Guitar, Lead Vocals 
Roger Öjersson - Bass, Lead Vocals  Tobias Strandvik – Drums    

 

  

On their self-titled debut disc, KAMCHATKA (an incredibly kool power trio "riff machine" from
Sweden) deliver an awesome set (14 trax - 59 mins.) of heavy duty, get-down bluesy, cycodelic,
authentic, retro-70's heavy guitar power trio "riffage" that is unbelievably killer. KAMCHATKA is
brain-damaing beyond belief and the REAL deal when it comes down to outstanding killer
power trio rock.

  

KAMCHATKA features three amazing players in the form of Thomas Andersson on guitar &
vocals, Rojer Ojersson on bass & vocals and Tobias Strandvik on drums. The band work
together as a whole musical unit combining guitar-melting solos, slicked-up pseudo-Hendrix
grooves with an incredibly powerful tight rhythm section to create a sound that is pure,
convincing and all their own. Hitting hard with a fantastic, hard driving, raw, blistering, all-out
musical assault and sounding like they landed from 1973, KAMCHATKA have legitimately
created an authentic, classic retro-70's heavy guitar power trio vibe.

  

Thomas Andersson is an amazing gifted bluesy axeripper who makes a powerful musical
statement on the guitar. His playing is right up there with the best of them.

  

Serious heavy guitar freaks that are in tune with the Grooveyard know that we are heavily into
and support outstanding Swedish axemasters like Clas Yngstrom (SKY HIGH), Emil Fredholm
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& Christian Neppenstrom of PLANKTON, Thomas Larsson, Janne Stark, etc. Thomas
Andersson of KAMCHATKA is no exception and his killer guitarwork is in the same league as
those awesome players. They take the guitar seriously in Sweden and stick to their guns
(musical roots) without following the latest fads & musical trends. Swedish axerippers are all
about the guitar and they know what time of day it is when it comes down to REAL guitar
playing. There must be something in the water over there in Sweden!

  

The KAMCHATKA disc is HIGHLY recommeded to fans of HENDRIX (THE MAN!), TROWER,
FRANK MARINO & MAHOGANY RUSH, CREAM, MOUNTAIN, JOHNNY WINTER, CACTUS,
STRAY DOG, CAPTAIN BEYOND, BUDGIE and new school power trio players like ERIC
GALES, WARREN HAYNES (GOV'T MULE) and FIREBIRD, to name a few. Imagine if FRANK
MARINO & TROWER jammed with HENDRIX & CREAM in MAHOGANY RUSH-LAND and you
start to get the "musical picture". Kamchatka are the REAL deal when it comes down to
seventies guitar god rock and their awesome "live in the studio" version of "I Love Everybody"
by JOHNNY WINTER is worth the price of admission alone and will make a true believer out of
you.

  

The bottom line is that KAMCHATKA are the real deal when it comes down to classic,
outstanding bluesy heavy guitar power trio rock and if you dig this super-sonic way-kool style of
music, then look no further than the mega-awesome debut disc by KAMCHATKA. Exclusively
released on GROOVEYARD RECORDS, a new label dedicated to outstanding TOTAL GUITAR
music from around the world. ---cdbaby.com
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